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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Slow data week to leave the focus on ECB hawk talk   

USD Solid data to hint GDP accelerating, supporting higher UST yields and a firm currency 

JPY New BoJ Governor in the spotlight. Mild upside for JPY    

GBP Heavy data week to suggest it is too early for BoE to pause          

 
Overnight comment – Solid UK labour market data lift GBP   

Weak Japanese GDP data didn’t prevent the Topix pushing higher. Elsewhere, Asian 
equities were mixed, with China shares mainly lower again but Taiwan, S Korea, Australia 
and India all higher. UST yields continued to push lower through the Asian session, as 
did the DXY index. Kazuo Ueda was confirmed as the Kishida administration’s nominee 
for the post of BoJ Governor, with Shinichi Uchida and Ryozo Himino as Deputy 
Governors. With the news leaked on Friday the market reaction to today’s announcement 
was limited. USD/JPY dipped as low as 131.79. In France the unemployment rate for 

Q4 declined from 7.3% to 7.2% - more evidence that the labour market remains solid 
despite slowing growth. EUR/USD trades around 1.0735 as European trade gets 
underway. The UK labour market report showed payrolled employees rising a lot more 

than expected, up 102k, with December revised 19k higher too. Jobless claims dropped 
in January leaving the claimant count rate of unemployment at 3.9%. The wage data 
showed a softening at the headline level but ex bonus payments wage gains increased 
from 6.5%YoY to 6.7%YoY. The core wage growth remains a concern for the BoE and 
we expect that today’s data will support a 25bp hike at the mid-March BoE meeting. 
GBP/USD pushed higher after the data to sit at 1.2165 as Europe opens.          

              

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

UK – Payrolled employees (k, Jan)  15/28 

UK – Average earnings (3m%YoY, Dec) 6.2/6.4 

UK – Unemployment (3m%, Dec) 3.7/3.7 

EZ – Employment (%QoQ, Q4) --/0.3 

US – NFIB small business sentiment (DI, Jan) 91.0/89.8 

US – CPI (%MoM, Jan) 0.5/0.1 

US – Core CPI (%MoM, Jan) 0.4/0.4 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. The second estimate of Eurozone GDP is not likely to move markets but the 

accompanying data on employment in the region is of more interest given how solid 
labour markets have been against the backdrop of slowing growth. The UK labour market 
report is also due.  
  
US. Today’s inflation data are set to suggest inflation risks are not entirely in the rear view 

mirror just yet. After two benign prints in November (+0.2%MoM) and December 
(0.1%MoM) headline inflation is set to push higher. The consensus call is for a 0.5%MoM 
gain. Core CPI is seen at 0.4%MoM for a second consecutive month. This would leave 
the 3m annualised core CPI growth rate at almost 4.5%, which is far too hot for the Fed. 
The NFIB small business confidence index is expected to nudge off recent lows. The 
Fed’s Barkin, Logan and Harker all speak, with the focus on Logan as she has yet to 
speak post-payrolls.   

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
Eurozone service prices to be slow to decline, especially given lingering fiscal risks  
Box 1.2 in the EU Commission Winter (Interim) Forecast document, released on Monday, opens “A key question shaping this 
forecast concerns the future dynamics of core inflation. Namely, to what extent will recent declines in energy and food 
commodity prices pass through to retail prices, at what speed, and will countervailing forces mainly from wages result in more 
entrenched inflationary pressures? Information on managers’ pricing intentions for their firms can help answer these 
questions”. The report notes “On balance, expectations remain well above average in all three sectors (industry, services, 
retail) meaning that an unusually high share of managers keep reporting their intention to charge higher prices for their output 
in the near future. Overall, this suggests that core inflation could be about to peak, but is set to remain very high, with continued 
pressures especially on services”.    
 
The report suggests that with industrial good prices having peaked in the surveys, a decline in the non-energy industrial goods 
and processed food CPI component is coming. The report also looks at service prices noting a less clearly defined link between 
the survey, which includes both services for consumers and corporations, and services prices in the CPI. Nonetheless, the 
CPI seems to follow the services DI with a lag. Selling price expectations for service providers have peaked but have yet to 
decline. The report notes “Stabilisation of…selling price expectations after the peak suggests that services inflation, while not 
increasing further, is not set to abate soon either. This could be related to managers’ expectations of higher wages, given the 
greater role played by labour costs in this labour-intensive sector”. The likely on-going pressure on inflation coming from labour 
markets is something the ECB expects as well through 2023 and into 2024, as Chief Economist Phillip Lane noted a few weeks 
ago.  
 
Yesterday the ECB also released a paper titled “Fiscal policy and high inflation”. https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-
bulletin/articles/2023/html/ecb.ebart202302_01~2bd46eff8f.en.html. It also points to upside inflation risks stemming from the 
significant fiscal loosening/energy subsides delivered in 2022. The report concludes “The overall fiscal and macroeconomic 
outcomes depend on many factors, including how fiscal and monetary policy react in the period ahead. Fiscal measures that 
are not temporary, targeted and tailored to preserving incentives to consume less energy are likely to exacerbate inflationary 
pressures, which would necessitate a stronger monetary policy response”. We suspect that the loosening will linger for much 
of 2023. Fiscal tightening will be slower to tighten than it was to ease, which adds to the upside risks in the euro area.  
 
In the short run, we see scope for the greenback to push a little higher but we expect that by H2, the Euro will have recovered 
its poise and EUR/USD should push higher into year end. We look for EUR/USD to end 2023 around the 1.14 level.                     
            

Survey suggests a drop in goods prices is coming but service inflation to ease more slowly 

  

Source: EU Commission 

 

Source : Current - Bloomberg: Forecasts – Mizuho 

FX forecasts (as of 30 Jan) Current Q1 23 Q2 23 Q3 23 Q4 23

USD/JPY 130 128 123 120 120

EUR/USD 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.14

GBP/USD 1.24 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.33

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.86

EUR/JPY 142 141 138 137 137

GBP/JPY 161 160 159 157 160

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-bulletin/articles/2023/html/ecb.ebart202302_01~2bd46eff8f.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-bulletin/articles/2023/html/ecb.ebart202302_01~2bd46eff8f.en.html
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This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author(s). It has not been prepared by an 

independent research department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to 

promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment 

research.  
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